No charges in misplaced ballots

BY NICK NARGON

The Daily Iowan

Local authorities announced Monday that they will not pursue charges against two Iowa Democratic Party officials who were accused of local party buildings in the Nov. 2 election.

Iowa Democratic Party officials said they are left with the task of cleaning out the building, which had been used as headquarters for the party.

"I'm sure they had every intention of doing it," said Meggers, a graduate of the University of Iowa. She was one of the officials who reported the incident.

Meggers, who is a member of the city's budget committee, said she was shocked to learn of the incident.

"I'm not sure what they were thinking," she said. "But it's definitely not acceptable."
Tax districts draw panel's scrutiny

BY CASEY WAGNER

A hearing this morning continu­
ous Iowa City's use of special tax
districts for increasing property value.

"The hearing was a way to look for
the classes of things special tax
districts do that are not the same as
either the school district or the city's
district, and measure why they need
to exist," said State Archaeologist
Franklin Shalla, who moderated the
panel as part of the Old Capitol
Restoration Inc. of Iowa City.

"I think the issue is whether or not
the district is being overpaid for
services it provides," he said. "And
in that context, there's no reason why
the city can't do the same thing as the
district, so long as it follows the
acceptance of government services.

"I'm not opposed to the idea that
there should be several districts,
because they do serve several
purposes. But it's a question of
whether the service is being paid for
fairly and what the benefits are.

"It's the kind of thing you'd want
to look into in the future."
Violence sweeps Baghdad as residents call for relief

BY PETER SLEVYN
WASHINGTON POST

BAGHDAD — Baghdad residents faced yet another night of violence Monday that U.S. occupation forces failed to bring under control. For three days in a row, fire and murder have been the order in the Iraq capital, and they raged for residents who are growing weary of the chaos.

The violence is the latest of a series of attacks that have burst upon Baghdad since March 24, the date of the cease-fire that ended the Gulf War. Since then, there have been at least 60 attacks, most of them involving natural gas lines that feed Baghdad's power plants.

In March 2003, a cease-fire in Iraq was established to permit non-military operations to begin. Since then, there have been at least 60 attacks, most of them involving natural gas lines that feed Baghdad's power plants.
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**RIYADH**

**Bombs hit Riyadh before Powell visit**

State Department officials in Washington said Monday that 13 Saudi citizens were injured and the rest were unharmed. The incident was the third major attack on the Saudi capital this week.

The Saudi government said the attack was a suicide bombing near the U.S. Embassy. It was the second such attack in less than a week.

In a statement, the State Department said the attack happened at the U.S. Embassy in Riyadh and that it was being investigated.

**LIZARD**

**Prof: Lizard in salad no big deal**

A report in Nature this week said that lizards are one of the most common food animals in the world. However, the study was not peer-reviewed.

The study found that lizards are consumed primarily in Asia and Africa, but that they are also eaten in Europe and the Americas.

The study was conducted by scientists from the University of California, Berkeley, and the University of Oxford.

**Council mills eliminating positions**

The council that has already taken its toll in Israel, the West Bank and Gaza.

State Department officials in Washington said Monday that 13 Saudi citizens were injured and the rest were unharmed. The incident was the third major attack on the Saudi capital this week.

The Saudi government said the attack was a suicide bombing near the U.S. Embassy. It was the second such attack in less than a week.

In a statement, the State Department said the attack happened at the U.S. Embassy in Riyadh and that it was being investigated.

**LIZARD**

**Prof: Lizard in salad no big deal**

A report in Nature this week said that lizards are one of the most common food animals in the world. However, the study was not peer-reviewed.

The study found that lizards are consumed primarily in Asia and Africa, but that they are also eaten in Europe and the Americas.

The study was conducted by scientists from the University of California, Berkeley, and the University of Oxford.

**Council mills eliminating positions**

Leading officials have already taken its toll in Israel, the West Bank and Gaza.

State Department officials in Washington said Monday that 13 Saudi citizens were injured and the rest were unharmed. The incident was the third major attack on the Saudi capital this week.

The Saudi government said the attack was a suicide bombing near the U.S. Embassy. It was the second such attack in less than a week.

In a statement, the State Department said the attack happened at the U.S. Embassy in Riyadh and that it was being investigated.
Everybody loves a big, fat raise

"Everybody loves Raymond," CBS’ hottest sitcom, is set to make history after being renewed for an eighth season. The show, which has consistently ranked among the top ten in the Nielsen ratings, will now have the longest run of any sitcom in television history.

The announcement comes as a surprise to many fans of the show, who had expected the series to end after the seventh season. However, the network decided to keep the show going for one more year, citing its continued popularity and strong ratings.

Todd Miller, executive producer of "Everybody loves Raymond," said: "We’re thrilled to bring back the show for one more season. We know our fans are still big fans of the show and we’re excited to keep bringing them the same funny, feel-good, happy ending episodes that they’ve come to love."

The renewed season will feature the same cast, including Kelsey Grammer, Patricia Heaton, and Hijas de Pitufo, among others. The show will conclude its run after the eighth season, which is expected to air in the fall of 2004.

For more updates on the show, visit the "Everybody loves Raymond" official website or follow them on Twitter.

"Everybody loves Raymond" has been a staple of American television for the past seven years, and its fans are excited to see what the eighth season will bring.

For a full recap of the show’s history, visit our website.

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter for more entertainment news and updates.

---
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Letters to the Editor

Green was out of line

The line of duty is a thin one, and many of the UI Student Government members have strayed dangerously close to it. The nominations of nearly 50 students for positions on campus committees, for the most part, fit this description. In most cases, these nominees have never taken the time to find out about their positions, let alone the workings of the university. Many students are not aware of the importance of the positions they are competing for or have no idea what they are getting into.

According to Gabe Whitmore, student government president, the school must do its own policing in order to stop cheating. The university to update its policies and regulations, not because the university does not trust its students, but because the students need to be held accountable. The school must also take the initiative to prevent cheating from happening in the first place. The technology that cheaters use is constantly evolving, so the university needs to be proactive in its approach to combating cheating.

University needs to take cheating more seriously

The UI needs to start gaining control over cheating. Recently, UI senior Chao Xiong reported that the Daily Iowan, a student-run newspaper, has been found guilty of accepting bribes from students to change grades.

The school needs to start being more transparent and accountable. The university should take the initiative to prevent cheating from happening in the first place. The technology that cheaters use is constantly evolving, so the university needs to be proactive in its approach to combating cheating. Cheating is a problem that needs to be addressed at all levels of the university, from the top down to the students.
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Postmodernist knowledge-haters pose a threat to universities

James Eaves-Johnson

When you experience these people at a university setting, you are faced with a choice.

The third group, those who are zealots for knowledge, will never accept the fact that there are problems with both knowledge and language. Logic depends on the existence of premises that must be accepted on faith. Occam’s razor cannot be used to judge theories by observations with humans by machines. Words can differ in meaning in different people. Knowledge lovers accept these criticisms and adjust their beliefs accordingly. Knowledge-haters denounce all these criticisms and indlude all knowledge and language. At the end of the day, knowledge-haters are either unable to derive and live productively from knowledge-haters. They believe everything they previously believed. They are fatalists and make the world meaningful through examples of premises that leads to employment outside a university setting. Knowledge-haters are interested in the "knowledge" power structure. The university setting yet believes a university to be the province of the minds of others.

It will be too bad to have an environment that gives general knowledge to each person. It is a step forward and time with people who are trying to make money by providing goods and services to others. I commend one of the group first in the people who are staying here. Without you, today’s students would be drowned in knowledge-hating postmodernist lies.

END OF SCHOOL YEAR SALE! STUDENTS & FACULTY... Reward yourself for all your hard work this year!

$10 OFF All Golf Shoes & Bags
20% OFF All Golf Apparel

Must present faculty & student ID.
Sale runs thru May 18, 2003

GOLFFIZZLA
ULTIMATE LINKS GOLF WORlD PERnON SCIENCE
Holiday Hours: M-F, 9-5 Sat, 10-5 Sun
{America’s 1st Golf Power Company) Phone 319-339-0465

Sell Back Your USED BOOKS for CASH

GET $5.00 GIFT CARD for each $50 Books You Sell

Today Through Graduation Saturday May 17, 2003

 Iowa Book L.L.C.
 Downtown Across From The Old Capitol
 www.iowabook.com

...and it is we who see that we have become someone we are not; that we are ashamed to be ourselves.

Gary Fethke to see it that this young man does not graduate from the UI. "If this young man has caused by his Dickinson when you focused on the better the color is in the how I may know... Gabler’s GPA is not absurd... but it would be plausible to think he could be a victim..." Gabler could be awarded for this... he’s a lack of evidence in the... because the evidence is not used by the prosecution... Is this really a crime..."

Whether knowledge-haters are interested in the "knowledge" power structure. The university setting yet believes a university to be the province of the minds of others.

If people do "community work that you do..." you can’t change them... "victims." People who are trying to make money by providing goods and services to others. I commend one of the group first in the people who are staying here. Without you, today’s students would be drowned in knowledge-hating postmodernist lies.

letters to the editor

Do you really know?

Many people see us as a group of people who are not only arrogant, impertinent, and prejudiced, but also ignorant and foolish.

In addition, this sends the message that this is not the organization that we should have and turn it into a tool for destroying language and knowledge. "knowledge" is a simple creation of the oppressor that is expressed through

in a column favoring entrepreneurial people.

The second group, those who do not care, will simply say that it is not their responsibility to be knowledgeable. The problem with these people is that they take the healthy skepticism that an academic should have and turn it into a tool for destroying language and knowledge. "knowledge" is a simple creation of the oppressor that is expressed through

So what if it’s about the people

This is what happens when you reject truth. All that you understand is your identity. Consider the Nazis. This is exactly what they did and believed. They rejected truth, turned books, replaced "knowledge" with "Aryan," and declared themselves to be the "elite" of a dominantly white society. Conversely, consider the Leninists, Bolsheviks, and Maoists. They rejected truth, killed intellectuals, replaced "bourgeois property rights" with a "command economy," and declared themselves to be the "victims" of a bourgeois power structure. These people were even more successful in exterminating people than the Nazis. Fortunately, today’s postmodernist knowledge-haters in America are far less powerful than past century’s Nazis and communists. While they pose little threat to humanity, they pose a substantial threat to our liberty. The knowledge-haters are too lazy to do real work. They believe in the existence of premises that leads to employment outside a university setting. Knowledge-haters are interested in the "knowledge" power structure. The university setting yet believes a university to be the province of the minds of others.

The problem with these people is that they take the healthy skepticism that an academic should have and turn it into a tool for destroying language and knowledge. "knowledge" is a simple creation of the oppressor that is expressed through

They are interested in the "knowledge" power structure. The university setting yet believes a university to be the province of the minds of others.
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quote of the day

It's another stand for which this state has stood tall.

— Gregory Read, lawyer for Rosa Parks, who is suing the Gummy-wearing red group District for using her name in a song title.

For complete TV listings and program guides, check out Arts and Entertainment at www.dailyiowan.com.
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Iowa senior Joseph Smith takes down (Sports reporter Jerod Leupold — during warm-ups on May 7. Leupold later tossed one minute against Smith and found six points)

Whitfield starring for success, chance in NFL

Kentucky Derby jockey cleared in questionable finish

No resolution to RB Haywood's death
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NO GIRLS ALLOWED: Sorenstam feels heat, Page 28

JEROD LEUPOLD
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Sports reporter

BY BRANDON CAMPBELL

February 17

For George Whitfield, en
manager of the Union Bar, the day begins at 6 a.m. on the track
field, performing drills to work on the mindset in preparation for
NFL workouts.

"If I'm starting," he said,"That's how hungry I am in
make my dream a reality." Whitfield, 28, comes to Iowa
after a record-setting career as a quarterback for Tiffin,
Ohio. He'll be a redshirt junior this year.

After he graduated from Tiffin in 2001, Whitfield worked out for six NFL teams, to
play quarterback. He said the professional scouts liked his ability fast, 6-1, 250, he's used
hand to lead to an NFL quarterback — the average quarterback is at least 6-4.

Without a great chance of entering the NFL, Whitfield entered 80 college football
quarterbacks during warm-ups. He said a possible coaching
position before he was a quarterback to
reach somewhere soon after that, but a possible coaching
career at 24 meant no pro

"I didn't want to stay in Ohio," he said. "I wanted a chance to
be actively involved in the training for several players, love offered me that."

During the 2001 football sea
smith returned to the field for the game when he
didn't want to return to the quarterback during warm-ups
After the 2001 Alamos deal, he had
led to a new quarterback — the average
quarterback is at least 6-4.
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Singh wants Sorenstam out of tour

BY DOUG FERGUSON

CHARLOTTE, N.C. — Vijay Singh said Friday that Annika Sorenstam has no business playing on the LPGA Tour. He never meets her, Singh said, and she doesn't deserve to be there. Singh had nothing but good things to say about his former girlfriend, who has turned into his main competition on the women's tour. "I like her," Singh told the Associated Press from the locker room at Quail Hollow. "I think she's a great player. She's done a lot in her career."

Singh was quick to point out that he doesn't feel threatened by Sorenstam. She, on the other hand, has a different opinion. "I think about 99 percent of the world, men and women, think I'm a good player, too," Sorenstam said Friday. "I don't think there's anyone who doesn't think I'm a good player."

Sorenstam, who won the Nichirei Cup by nine strokes in Japan on Monday, where she was a student at the University of Tokyo, said her fans are big. "I'm proud of my accomplishments," she said. "I'm proud of my fans."

Singh said he feels threatened by Sorenstam. "I feel like I've got to prove myself," Singh said. "It's like, 'You're not good enough. You're not good enough.'"

Sorenstam, who is said to have finished the season at No. 1 in the world last year, the first woman in nearly 50 years to do so, is not willing to predict a score for the weekend. "I don't reflect particularly well on the LPGA," she said. "I don't think I'm going to do as well as last year."

Sorenstam, who won the LPGA Championship at Crooked Stick in 1996, said she has not played since the end of the season. "I don't know what I'm going to do," she said. "I'm not sure if I'm going to play next year."

Singh, who has won the Masters and the U.S. Open, said he feels threatened by Sorenstam. "I feel like I've got to prove myself," he said. "I feel like I've got to prove myself."

Singh has not had the best season. He has missed the cut in seven of his last nine tournaments. "I feel like I've got to prove myself," he said. "I feel like I've got to prove myself."
Jackson returns to the game

BY JOHN NADEL
EL SEGUNDO, Calif. — An tepidly bolstered by new players, the Los Angeles Lakers on Monday, two days after landing forward Pau Gasol, and he will miss Game 5 in Tuesday’s series finale.

"I made a promise to him," Jackson said after Sunday’s loss. "I’m going to do everything to get him better in 24 hours."

Jackson said he plans to keep Gasol in shape to play Tuesday's Game 5 of the Western Conference semifinals.

"We’re back in the hunt in the playoffs with a team that’s healthy," Jackson said. "I’ve got a new look on this team."

Jackson said the Lakers will win the series.

"I could have come back yesterday," Jackson said. "I had an Achilles reaction to antibiotics."

Jackson said he didn’t believe stern's claim about his problem.

"You're not a basketball team," Jackson said. "I don’t think about it. It’s just a part of our job.

"It’s about winning the game," Jackson said. "If you can’t win the game, you’re going to lose."

Jackson said he plans to keep Gasol in the lineup.

"I don’t think he’s going to play," Jackson said. "I don’t think he’s going to play.

Jackson said he plans to keep Gasol in Game 5.

"I’m going to keep him in the lineup," Jackson said. "I don’t think he’s going to play."
A Photo is Worth A Thousand Words
SELL YOUR CAR
30 DAYS FOR
$40
(photo and up to 15 words)
1977 Dodge Van
Automatic, power steering, 90,000 miles.
Good tires. Inspected. $301. Call 539-0835.

Call our office to set up a time that is convenient
for you to bring your car by to be photographed.
Your ad will run for 30 days - for $40.
Deadline: 2 days prior to run date desired.
For more information contact:
The Daily Iowan Classified Dept.
319-335-5784 or 335-5785
Focus on pro league doesn't fade for Whitfield

NFL DREAMS

Continued from Page 18

staff, and Athletics Director Bob Bowlsby. Whitfield said he understands the situation and agreed that if NFL experience arises, he might consider trying it again. "I'm not interested in going back to college, but I think there is a chance that I could make it work," he said.

"It would be a good deal to me, given the situation," Whitfield said. "I'd be interested in doing it again if I can do it right." But he added that he was not sure if he could do it again.

He received permission from Iowa strength and conditioning coach Bill Maxwell to train with the Iowa basketball team over the summer to prepare for his NFL opportunity.

The paper reported that Santos was told by the conference that he could get yelled at, "You're a wrestler, you'd either be promoted or demoted," Rutigliano assured him. "No one in wrestling has no use for the ACC's or the Big East's rules."

The stewards spent the week-end working the meet. They put the clockwise turn to the outside and gave it to the outside lane. Santos had the 90-minute meeting at the Iowan. He was also given banned medication. Image in 1968 after he was running faster.

Whitfield's ability, he gave him a chance to get on the job. He was a standout and father of former Iowa strength and conditioning coach Bill Maxwell. Rutigliano apologized but said others he didn't mention were to try this, I should try it and the weakened signal. "It's what I'd expect from Bears," Smith said. "I'm sure you were a wrestler, you'd either be promoted or demoted," Rutigliano assured him. "No one in wrestling has no use for the ACC's or the Big East's rules."

The stewards spent the week-end working the meet. They put the clockwise turn to the outside and gave it to the outside lane. Santos had the 90-minute meeting at the Iowan. He was also given banned medication. Image in 1968 after he was running faster.